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the Official Reports of debates in parliament (usually referred to as
Hansard}., and the Parliamentary Papers (often referred to as 'blue-
books' or 'white-papers9, according to the colour of their ex-
terior). The Stationery Office issues temporary indexes with
the Parliamentary Papers as they come out, and every year
(earlier for periods of years) a permanent index is issued con-
solidating these. As no library which files the Papers will fail to
have the indexes, it suffices to know the name of the item and the
year of publication, in order to ascertain the number of the
volume in which any particular item will be found. Some
official publications of special importance will be mentioned in
different sections below. The category covers a great variety of
documents—official returns; accounts and estimates; correspon-
dence; the text of treaties; the findings of parliamentary com-
mittees, departmental committees, and royal commissions, and
the evidence given before them; and other items. Their value as
evidence varies with their nature and subject. Where a parlia-
mentary paper states an official fact officially, it is a primary
authority for that fact; e.g., where a Census Report records that
a certain population was enumerated in a certain area on a cer-
tain date. But many official papers deal with many facts only at
second-hand; and where what are presented arc calculations or
inferences or theoretical matter of any kind, the officials respon-
sible only differ from other experts in virtue of occupying an
exceptional vantage-ground for collecting and checking data. It
should, however, be said that the statistical work of the British
government departments—especially that of the board of trade
from the eighties onwards—was on a very high level. It was not
only able, but well above party 'tendency'; which is more than
can be said of official figures in some of the neighbouring foreign
countries during the same period. Lastly, one must remember
that* even where a blue-book's contention may be found wrong,
the mere circumstance that it was advanced is an historic and
sometimes an important fact* The same may be said of the evi-
dence recorded before commissions or committees.
The other most important category of general sources com-
prises the files of newspapers and periodicals, presenting an all-
round picture of their age more copious than can be obtained of
any earlier one. For public speeches made outside parliament
their reports supply our sole record, and in the case of great
journals were during this period made with the utmost care,
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